
 

 

Leroy Nicolas7 months ago 

when i was young , we learn that jews are the gentle and victims but now we know that they are liar and kill anybody 

who are on their way 

Reply 159   
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 hours ago 10יוחאי ינון

i like group shower whit your mom 

Reply   

  
Mark Robinson1 year ago 

"SIX MILLION JEWS" reference in 10 newspapers between 1915 - 1938 (HD) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEJ_7vJIuUc 

Reply 156   
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Mikey G2 weeks ago 

Link and channel removed, wow. 

Reply 4   

  
lina steuben1 year ago 

Mel Gibson is awesome!! 

Reply 141   

View all 3 replies  

  
Achisachis739 months ago 

The truth is that jews control the media because they OWN the media! they are the media, so any issue about politics 

or any world event will be spun in their favor! Just look at how many movies and references to hitler and the nazis 

we have in the media, there are many many movies about the nazis and not much about the rest of the genocides in 

the world history. The jews also control the world banks, thus they control the countries that are in debt with the so 

called "world bank" I am not talking about the jews that are normal citizens that happen to be of that faith, I am 

talking about the zionists that run the media and the politics of this country and the rest of the world. 

Show less 
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ExposingMiLabs1 week ago 

You would be amazed at how many branches of Jacob & Isaac's bloodlines there are on this earth. Most aren't known 

as Jews either. The whole Khazar diatribe of info is also misleading so careful about judging who are real jews and 

who are not. I see this as a constant issue online. 

Reply 3   

  
Mark Lowe1 year ago 

6 million died in Russia and in the most gruesome ways, you never hear about that. 

Reply 121   
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integer3 days ago 

around 19 million Soviet civilians died in WWII, including in German death camps. every fourth Belorussian was 

killed. 

Reply 2   

  
ExtrovertedCenobite8 months ago 

Zionism is a mental disorder! 

Reply 92   

  
V Toria3 weeks ago 

ExtrovertedCenobite Is the definition of PSYCHOPATHY 

Reply 15   

  
smootskin2 weeks ago 

Your presence is the devils' work 

Reply   

  
Fenix1 year ago 

Viva Syria, Viva Russia, and fuck the Jews. 

Reply 89   
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portersbabe11 months ago 

They've removed the politicians with dual citizenship who hold Israeli passports because of the obvious conflict of 

interest. 

Reply 8   
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Delhi Delirium2 weeks ago 

Long live Iran , fuck Saudi Arabia and the Emirates. 

Reply 2   

  
Juan C.S6 months ago 

I don't hate jews, there is good people like in every community, I only hate zionists pigs 

Reply 124   
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Al Ramsey5 days ago 

Jefke Theboss what lands did arabs steal. what the fuck are you talking about. religion has nothing to do with the real 

world. 

Reply   

  
wolverinebesthero5 months ago 

mel gibson is one of the best 

Reply 79   
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Jamie Malokas2 weeks ago 

 Maybe you could help him.   You could write him telling him how you learned to be such a good       תומר שמש

cocksucker. 

Reply   

  
Jesus Ramirez2 weeks ago 

wolverinebesthero I used to defend him, till he made apocalyptic and how he depicted the natives and the genocidal 

Christian's as the saviors at the end. 

Reply   

  
Garrielee Peck1 year ago 

I will never understand this jewish thing they can't do no wrong you can't say anything about isreal you can't debate , 

you can't ask questions you can't speak aut the suffering they causeing people which they are the suffering in gaza is 

disgusting and the world's government's look on because they suffered in the second world war which did 60 million 

other all went through hell on esrth so why is it only the jewish seem to came aut on top with it all they can murder 

little children on a daily basis take homes n land murder bullie build a bloody Berlin style wall around palestine 

keeping these great brave people like animals with nothing aid ships came with aid workers to help the suffering they 

attacked that ship murdering people there only crime helping suffering people uss liberty bombed to bit killing 

Americans there so called friends dancing on 911 they allso had van's driving around with bombs in the back of them 
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they were arrested nothing in the daily news or daily papers how came they knew what time to start filming that day 

twin towers death trap not worth nothing full of asbestos cost millions to remove which needed doing larry a top 

business man why would he bye the shit insuring them for billions if a terrorist attack three weeks later it happened 

ever day for years he had breakfast at the top of them towers that day never went all proven jewis people working 

that day getting texts telling them to get aut lucky day for them American Rachel killed ran over like she was nothing 

her only crime helping suffering people save there home banking private system got everyone bye the bulls 

rothchilds zionist I just dont get it if any other countries they be stopped but nothing said at all to these people 

Show less 
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Ari Avi2 weeks ago 

Garrielee Peck of course you can and do but it's too often incorrect but discuss, comment or whatever makes you feel 

better 

Reply   

  
Calum Armstrong2 weeks ago 

Omid Azimi the problem with muslims is huge 

Reply 1   

  
Lisa Catkin11 months ago 

Masses of people died from starvation due to the US and British extensive bombing of supply lines and when you 

think of it it was US and British that destroyed most of Europe in WW2 by relentless bombing of civilians and all 

infrastructures, not the Germans. The Jews want to exact money for being victims but they were only a tiny part of 

this conflict that many brave people had to face. 

Show less 
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BrownPride ItalianArabLover2 weeks ago 

Nigger San be quiet muslim pig 

Reply 1   

  
Neville Seedsman2 weeks ago 

+Remove Kebab-YOUR MOTHERS A FUCKING DIRTY VERMIN PIGGGG 🐷🐽� 😂😂😂😂 

Reply   

  
Misho Mrdjan1 year ago 

well done Mel strong at heart 
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Roby Starks1 week ago (edited) 

Steve A Wow so your going to go right off with calling names, makes perfect sense. That just shows how illiterate 

you are man. You have 0 respect for others do you. And no im not a jew or a imbred white. I just find what you said 

hypocritical and you get all pissy. 

Reply   

  
John Klett9 months ago 

"You will know them by their deeds" 

Reply 62   

  
Indie Media Eastcoast2 weeks ago 

you will know them by their networking communitarian guru 

Reply   

  
Jamie Malokas2 weeks ago 

'You will know them by their contributions to American politicians'.  Israel receives over $3 billion from American 

taxpayers every year, with no strings attached, then throws about $200 million back to the 535 people who make it 

possible year after year to keep the ball rolling.  Then everyone is happy.       That is except of the USA taxpayers 

who haven't been brainwashed by the big corporation controlled media, or religion.  Or Americans who realized what 

a disaster it is to have USA foreign policy controlled by a Zionist lobby agenda that puts the interests of a foreign 

country ahead of what is best for the USA. 

Read more 

Reply 5   

  
Massimo Bozzi10 months ago 

If you are opposed to the mafia does it make you anti-Italian? By the same reasoning a criminal is a criminal 

regardless of nationality or religious affiliation. 

Reply 199   
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Sebastian Ionescu2 weeks ago 

Oh, you mean those same "riches" that were the property of the locals before the jews conned them out of them by 

usury, fraud, theft, and lying? Kind of like the jews made a movie called "monuments men" where jews supposedly 

were stripped of their own artwork which were all either EUROPEAN ARTWORK NOT PAINTED BY JEWS 

AND STATUES NOT MADE BY JEWS? *Jews are penniless con artists who infiltrate a society, infest the political 

systems of those societies as well as the finance sectors and immediately begin SUCKING THE ECONOMIC 

BLOOD OF THE PEOPLE. The jews then "purchase" everything from the goyim victims for "pennies on the dollar" 

and cry when they get caught in their scams and the STOLEN ITEMS ARE RETURNED TO THE RIGHTFUL 

OWNERS. Jews think they are slick with this shitty horrible scam they perpetuate on peoples throughout history and 
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that is why they were tossed out of 85 nations over 109 times. JEW SCAM IN NUTSHELL - INFEST ECONOMIC 

SYSTEM. TAX. ALLOW JEWS TO AVOID LAWS. PUT OTHER JEWS INTO POWER. KEEP OUT LOCALS 

FROM ALL POSITIONS OF POWER LIKE IN RUSSIA. KILL ALL GOYIM WHO RESIST IF NEED BE. GET 

RICH. OWN ALL BUSINESSES BECAUSE JEWS DO FAVORS FOR OTHER JEWS WHILE MAKING IT 

HARD FOR NON-JEWS TO OPEN BUSINESSES. NEPOTISM, CORRUPTION, AND FRAUD ARE THE 

JEWISH WAY TO DO BUSINESS. Hope and pray you and your tribe don't get discovered. When you do, scream 

anti-semitism and nazi if need be. Proclaim that it's your "success" that people are jealous of when your possessions 

are the STOLEN MONEY, ART, AND RESOURCES OF ANOTHER SOCIETY. THE JEW IS THE MODERN 

DAY COO COO BIRD. NEVER DO A DEAL OR BUSINESS WITH JEWS BECAUSE YOU WILL ALWAYS 

LOSE. AID TO ISRAEL IS AN EXAMPLE OF JEWISH BUSINESS - AMERICAN TAXPAYERS FORCED TO 

PAY FOR ISRAEL WHILE POLITICIANS ARE BRIBED WITH AMERICAN MONEY IN ORDER TO 

SUBJIGATE THE AMERICAN TAXPAYER. With jews, EVERYONE LOSES. 

Read more 

Reply 6   

  
amkrajc1 week ago 

Massimo Bozzi strong point. 

Reply   

  
All American Chutzpah1 year ago 

Learning that organized Jewry puts people in prison for questioning the Hollow Cost? Painful. Watching former 

Iranian President Ahmadinejad scold presstitute Brian Williams on WWII history? Priceless. 

Reply 55   
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U2bR1 year ago 

+All American Chutzpah -- Great points... 

Reply 4   

  
Delhi Delirium2 weeks ago 

You clearly listen to Skinny Puppy :) 

Reply   

  
sexgod69094 months ago 

JEWS are of their father the Devil!!..The SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!!.. Soulless, parasitic,PAEDO FILTH! 

Reply 148   
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Thor Tron613 days ago 
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Haj Amin Al-Husseini, close friend Himmler and Hitler knew that the Jews were on a mission to conquer the world 

through their monetary tools: $, bankers, central banks who will try to get into every nation in order to own and 

control a nations money supply. Controlling a nations money supply will destroy a nation because the Jews will latch 

their dirty little paws onto everything else. Now they own almost evrything: Google, Utube, Facebook, Central 

Banks, many nations are banks are Jewish owned, they own all U.S. and European Media and they own our 

governments amd because they own our governments, they own our militaries and do you know who is responsible 

for the genocide in the Middle East and the invasions in both Afghanistan and Iraq: The Jews who own/control our 

militaries. Those two nations were invaded by Bush/Cheney, who are Zionist Jew puppets, because Congress denied 

Bush/Cheney and did not approve them to go into Afghanistan or Iraq. So, the removal of Saddam was illegal. Every 

war and invasion can be blamed on the central bank and the U.S.A. but you must stop and think! Who owns the 

Central Bank's and who controls U.S. politics!? The answer is: The dirty fxcking Zionist Jews! and this is annissue 

because they claim that their people were slaughtered during Hitler's reign, which isn't entirely as true as you believe. 

Hitler didnthe humane thing, he murdered them for a reason. European and United States are responsible for the 

decisions that Hitler made, becaus what their MEDIA and the school children textbooks DO NOT tell you, is that 

European/England and United States military destroyed every last bit of their food cache, supply chains and this is 

how England/United States starved the Germans and their Jew prisoners--to death! They forgot to put that into their 

story teling textbooks or reiterate that when they speak about a holocaust. It is more humane to shoot people to death 

and burn their bodies, then to allow them to starve to death. Before the terror of Europe and the United States begun, 

Jew prisoners had jobs, were well fed and even played sports! What you will have to remember when reading out of 

a propaganda pamphlet and that is exactly what your children are consuming in school and even in college, is that 

propaganda textbooks are written by: JEWS. So, how can you believe anything that they are typing and mass 

printing into these books? You can't. To blindly believe what a Jew types and thus prints, is plain stupidity. 

Especially when you take into account that Zionist Jews own almost everything in our world. The Victor are the ones 

who write/rewrite history. Don't any of you get this??? Anyway, The Jews claim their holocaust yet they are the obes 

responsible for Middle Eastern atrocities. The Zionist Jews are using many nations militaries to commit genocide 

throughout the Middle East and then you all wonder WHY Iran wants to wipe Israel off the face of the planet?! For 

fxcks sake mate! Open your fxcking eyeballs! Is it any wonder why 16 countries have a total ban on Israeli Jews! 

Show less 

Reply 2   

  
MOSHE SHAPIRA3 days ago 

Thor Tron61 What is it that eats your brain? Syphilis? Aids? Or are you that stupid because your mom is also your 

sister? Seems like your sick soul is extremely Thor-mented! 

Reply   

  
Diane Winchester3 months ago 

I like how Mel said that he didn't make anti-semitic remarks and how he put the ball in the journalist's court by 

asking him if he was neutral or not.  Mel is brave, which means that they'll ice him. 

Reply 40   

  
Vitaliy Epshteyn2 weeks ago 

lol yeah they're just gonna "ice him" xD 

Reply   
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fulaan11 year ago 

Why they showing Ronaldo at the end? 

Reply 33   

View all 80 replies  

  
Trustin Judo2 weeks ago 

Kostas Spiliotopoulos what did you think I meant when I said they are good at business and are highly intelligent? Is 

business only restricted to being a financial advisor in your mind? A lack of ethics doesn't mean they don't produce. 

As I already said, of course they seem benevolent. It makes no sense to show what they really want. And Hollywood 

is just a big distraction that keeps the public obsessed with what celebs are doing instead of how the country is being 

run. Sports are too, but at least sports champion hard work and the pursuit of physical perfection. 

Show less 

Reply 1   

  
Styy Hawk2 weeks ago 

Kostas Spiliotopoulos lol you dumb kike, unbiased western media is an oxymoron. kikes own all media outlet. that's 

why no one watches/ trust msm anymore. no one in this world likes your kind because you have been the scum of the 

earth since the death of king Solomon 

Show less 

Reply 1   

  
John Stupido5 months ago (edited) 

Hollywood is runned by Jewish Zionist Pieces of Shit ! Everyone with 1 braincell on active duty knows that !!! 

Jewish Zionist Peces of Shit ! 

Reply 30   

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 

John Stupido Smart people run Hollywood. 

Reply   

  
ZIONISIM KILLS1 month ago 

I love Mel Gibson, fuck the JEW cocksuckers. 

Reply 25   
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Unkraut602 weeks ago 

 תומר שמש

Reply   
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No One2 days ago 

daeh elbbob uoy thgir s'eh תומר שמש 

Reply   

  
DixieBanjo2 weeks ago 

The synagogue of satan in the USA must end if we are to survive as a nation. Jews are a cancer on this planet. 

Reply 13   
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ZS 152 weeks ago 

Go and take a fuck you absolute retard. 

Reply   

  
ZS 152 weeks ago 

+Daniel Krauze The filthy dog. 

Reply   

  
Declan Patilla9 months ago 

the Ahmadinijad, just look at the american interviewer, no american can do anything without an ear piece! how can 

you trust anyone who does not speak from the heart 

Reply 22   

  
Dexter White2 weeks ago 

Because he's a professional reporter and doing his job. He's not having a chat with an old friend, jerkoff. Hey, I just 

said THAT from the heart and without an earpiece! 

Reply 2   

  
ZantherY1 year ago 

So an alcoholic Mel shoots off his mouth and Ayelet Shaked (Israel justice minister) makes a call for genocide (or 

sterilisation of palestinian females) and the response (or lack of) is overwhelming..... I might start drinking too 

Reply 13   

  
Cliff Surtees1 year ago 

Historically, terror attacks are not on the innocent but on the rulers and those who are guilty. For example, it was the 

Archduke of Austria/Hungary who was assassinated by the Serbian terrorist, not ordinary people blown up or shot 
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down in a street cafe. It is interesting that terrorists attacks attributed to Muslims only fall upon ordinary people, not 

upon the political elites who oppress the Muslims. In past years on several occasions I have remarked in my columns 

on the total vulnerability of the neoconservatives to assassination. Yet there has been not a single attack by terrortists 

on a neocon life, and the neocons are the source of the violence that Washington has unleashed on the Muslim world. 

The neocons walk around without threat free as birds. 

Show less 

Reply 12   

  
Rose Stewart1 year ago 

Interesting observation. Even in the 1980s attacks by Muslims were more strategic or targeted at government and 

military such as embassies or military barracks. They were few and far between but also more sensational 

Reply 5   

  
le proboscis2 weeks ago 

The case against the zionist/neocon cabal for the 9/11 attacks is overwhelming. But a mass media, banking system, 

hollywood, corrupt government and lobbying powerhouse are enough to keep the scum afloat. 

Reply 4   

  
Max Power3 weeks ago 

Mel was right! Jews do and always have created all the misery and suffering in the world! now they are flooding 

Christian countries with Muslims to create white genocide via Kalergi plan 

Reply 7   

  
Fanoula M1 month ago 

Mel is an amazing actor. The jews can't stand that we all know who killed Jesus and Gibson portrayed it well in the 

film!!!! 

Reply 17   

View all 5 replies  

  
Jefke Theboss2 weeks ago 

+Yilmaz Ozturk Not True..... Everything that is written about Jesus in The Quran comes from The Bible.... 1) The 

Quran dont even know Jesus his life, Or why they wanted to kill Jesus or Who killed Jesus.... Porphet Yayha (Jhon 

The Babtiste in The Bible) Is only 6 month older then Jesus and there is nothing witten about him? The Roman 

Empire who hated Christians even written about his death and Acient Historian writtings that survived all tell that 

Jesus was crucified and after that the earth shooked..... 2) Its not because your Muslim that you must think that only 

The Quran knows Jesus.... Christianity comes from Jesus.... 

Read more 

Reply   

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 
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We killed Jesus for our sin. Jesus is God, he shouldn't born as human and be killed , if we don't sin. 

Reply   

  
sumereye regime1 year ago 

Mel Gibson has a posse! 

Reply 8   

  
Achim Wurst4 months ago 

1:43 Stupid black guy, wtf, evil white people like Hitler?? 

Reply 6   

View all 3 replies  

  
Mr.Sensitive2 weeks ago 

Achim Wurst Well, maybe a bit of both. 

Reply 1   

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 

Muslims killed 6 millions Jews, not hitler. 

Reply   

  
irish brother11 months ago 

Really respect Mel Gibson for standing up to what is wrong with the world,the Jews are getting exposed more and 

more by the day 

Reply 6   

  
Mubarak Moallin3 weeks ago 

I love Mel Gibson is great actor fuck the heater 👍 

Reply 5   

  
George Carlin3 weeks ago 

They have had our sympathy for 100 years. No more. What they are doing to the Palestinian people and the rest of 

the world is worse than Hitler..they have killed more people with their banking fraud and wars! The time has come 

where I certainly won't be policing my opinions on Jews anymore..the elite Jews that is. All organised religion was 

made up by these very elites many years ago. Religion is the cancer of humanity and this corruption and blackout on 

opinions has to end. They have lost any sympathy from me with the holocaust now..they are fucking murderers and 

greedy liars themselves. The day will come when the world is free from this evil corruption. We know what they are 

fucking up to. 
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Show less 

Reply 19   

  
George Carlin3 weeks ago 

If everyday day Jews want to stop this hate towards them they too need to fight their corrupt leaders giving them a 

bad name..what the are doing in Palestine is no fucking conspiracy!!! They are outright monsters!!! If any decent 

Jew reads this only you lot can change this! Speak out against your tilling elite for humanity!! The way humanity 

stood up for you lot 100 years ago!! Your elites are destroying the fucking world!!! I'm a young person who sees 

this!!! There is no denying what they are doing to Palestine now fucking get off your arses and stop this!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Read more 

Reply 9   

  
loopy Ruane1 month ago 

HANG ALL BANKERS, 

Reply 13   

  
Nihil est in intellectu quid non fuerit prius in sensu.9 months ago 

Jews should not be harmed or killed. However, they should not be allowed to have high positions. those who do have 

high positions should be stripped of their offices and taken down from there jobs of corruption. even if they are 

converted let them work labor jobs with Fair pay. because they are very prone to hide as so-called converted when in 

fact they are not. but it's too late for all that now. it may come to the point when I am martyred by them soon or later 

and when that time comes I pray God to give me the grace of a holy death and that I may love Those Who Kill Me 

While I pray for them no matter what they do to me and God give me perseverance which is a very singular Grace. 

then this short life will be over and as we true Christians Reign Over them in this life although it is not seen it was 

certainly Reign over them in the next in splendor and Glory with Jesus and Mary. with a rod of iron and the scepter 

of gold 

Show less 

Reply 7   

  
Karin Juronen2 weeks ago 

Homosexuality, transgenderism and pedofilia comes from Zionistic- falling angels... 

Reply 4   

  
Tom misaki2 weeks ago 

transexualism, When using "gender" you are making the game to the Jews 

Reply   

  
W McC1 month ago 
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stick to your guns Mel...I am....we are behind you....i cant help but to think of a line in one of your great movies.."IF 

YOU WOULD JUST LEAD US....I WOULD FOLLOW YOU...maybe your future is more real than acting 

Reply 6   

  
lairdriver2 weeks ago 

Holocaust deniers are dumb assholes. I have German relatives who were forced to work in the camps as nurses. The 

GERMANS KEPT COMPLETE RECORDS! every name. Goering himself stated the records were accurate. 

Denying the Holocaust is so fucking stupid. German records are still available and all of the detained each had a file 

and a number assigned to them. Apparently these idiots want you to believe that 6 million people simply vanished. 

Nazis worked Jews to the point of death and killed them after. The final solution was the permanent solution. Gas 

them, shoot them, run over them with tanks. Gas Chambers were but of a number of ways the Nazi's used. 

Show less 

Reply 3   

  
kal m2 weeks ago 

blah blah all your claims have been proven lies just like now lying joo 

Reply 1   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

Lairdriver---on the internet I too can claim anything I like. But that doesn't make it one bit true. 

Reply 1   

  
Scintillα2 weeks ago 

I respect Mel Gibson. 

Reply 3   

  
Fresh2 Salt2 weeks ago 

Scintillα I love his movies 

Reply   

  
Thomas Jefferson2 weeks ago 

I am impressed with the intellect level of those who have commented in this forum. You guys know the score and 

this information needs to spread. The Zionist movement is so well entrenched in every known key position of power 

around the world including the UN where around 80% of its members are Zionists Jews, Putin & Trump are 

completely surrounded and have no choice but to obey the Zionists wishes or suffer dire consequences. Even the 

(non-Zionist) Jewish community are beginning to condemn the Zionists because they do not represent all Jews nor 

do they respect God for they worship Satan. 

Show less 

Reply 3   
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Daniel Krauze2 weeks ago 

No- we Zionist Jews are good guys. Israel do represent us as a whole. We pray to G-d. Get your facts straight. 

Reply   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

LOL @ daniel krauze claiming Zionist jews are the good guys....LMFAO!!! oh my god 

HAHAHAhahahahaahaaaaaaaaaaaaa! Boys we found a jew with a sense of humor!! LOL. 

Reply 1   

  
Waffen Collider3 weeks ago 

The Cardinal, or Catholic man, was ultimately made to pay a fine for those remarks. It's illegal in Germany and 

several other countries to question the holocaust. 

Reply 3   

View all 3 replies  

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

No, this practice will end. It is wrong to defend criminals by forbidding us from calling them what they are. Zionist 

Jews are filth. 

Reply 1   

  
Waffen Collider2 days ago 

+Lucifaust Well yeah. It better end, and everyone who was imprisoned or fined better be collecting reparations from 

Israel.  

Reply   

  
luke dawson1 year ago 

I simply cannot believe the pure wank in this video. Clips from ultranational creeps like Nick Griffin from the British 

National Party, Holocaust deniers like that Williamson prick, and conspiracy theory peddlers like David Icke - this is 

something we're supposed to take serously?? You're fucking nuts. 

Reply 6   

View all 8 replies  

  
pisces Cox3 weeks ago 

your a paid agent 

Reply 5   
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V Toria3 weeks ago 

luke dawson Wow! In your place I'll feel ashamed of a comment like that. Thank God stupidity is not contagious. 

Reply 7   

  
MOE BERG2 weeks ago 

Mel is such a crackhead freak of jumbled words. He fried his brain on drugs. 

Reply 3   

View all 3 replies  

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

I take Mel Gibson seriously, and my brain is decent. He is a good man. 

Reply 1   

  
Karl Sand1 day ago 

A "good man" isn't a crack cocaine addict that beats his girlfriends. 

Reply 1   

  
domnic05 days ago 

Hitler was not evil. The enemy won the war. Their time is almost up. 

Reply 2   

  
BRICK VON MANTHRUST6 days ago 

MEL GIBSON IS A GREAT WHITE MAN! 

Reply 2   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

He is also very talented! 

Reply 2   

  
Janet Baker3 weeks ago 

Why is it that the Jews are the only ones who gets to cry about WW11. Supposedly 6 million Jews died(if you 

believe that number). What about the 27 million Russians that died. You don't see the Russians using that as a 

bargaining chip. 

Reply 8   

View all 3 replies  
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No Pointing2 weeks ago 

Janet Baker Jews are the smartest people. Muslims killed 6 millions Jews not hitler. Satan wants all muslims go to 

hell like him. 

Reply   

  
Hector M2 weeks ago 

retard 

Reply   

  
ThUrT EilNo1 month ago 

the so called chosen people, chosen to destroy the world more like, their banks have made the world poor, they 

control the mind of the masses with their evil media, even the ultra jews hate them. 

Reply 4   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

Chosen by god to be destroyed 

Reply 1   

  
PJ Walker2 months ago 

Those who focus their hate on Islam are generally either pro-Israel Jews or those Christian Zionist goyim servants of 

the "Chosen Ones", ie Trumps fan base. 

Reply 3   

  
J2 weeks ago 

it's a religion of peace right?.. fuck everyone except white people. 

Reply   

  
PJ Walker2 months ago 

I am white as they get but am not a racist. I dont have a problem with whatever race you were born into. I do have a 

problem with a group of people who are viciously and ruthlessly racist, who just expect that the goyim, the non-Jew, 

should serve as slaves to them and should submit to not only fighting wars for their benefit, but should acquiesce to 

their depopulation and population management schemes as though we were nothing more than cattle. And I am only 

getting started here. The list of their diabolical crimes just keeps growing year by year and have to be stopped before 

they send the world into the flames of hell and that is their agenda, to bring humanity down to its knees to worship 

them. Its all in their books and in their protocols and it is an ancient plan that they are sticking to. 

Show less 

Reply 5   
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Skipper Russell3 months ago 

Jews are a fifth column, and they are destroying western civilization. 

Reply 4   

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 

Skipper Russell Jews build highest tech. 

Reply   

  
annebeck584 months ago 

It breaks me heart what Westerners have allowed done to any & all who tell the truth. When is this world ever going 

to stand up for honesty and humanity? 

Reply 5   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

When we good westerners start really fighting with a vengeance, then we will turn the tide. Fight with a fiery fucking 

vengeance in our hearts. Love ours with all our heart, hate theirs with all our heart. 

Reply 1   

  
Roberto Diablo4 months ago 

Jews feel like victims in the fake mainstream news but when they come online they see they are the evil ones who 

destroy the world the chosen people of the devil come and pray to me to the DIABLO I AM UR GOD JEWS... I will 

laugh behind ur back when you die and i will take ur soul to hell for eternity ypou will burn with me.. Much love 

DIABLO/DEVIL 

Show less 

Reply 4   

  
gary gibbs5 months ago 

No one cares who you pray to. Zionism is a very aggressive and dangerous political ideology it's not a religion! I 

have zero problems with Semitic people! I will repeat that. Semitic people are kool! But a Global controlling 

political ideology backed by the biggest and baddest gangs ever can not be aloud to exist , period! I'm Anti-Zionist!!! 

Anti-Zionist!!! But I listen to all of the "Anti-Gentile " Hate speech spewed by these Ask A Nazi faux Jews! So call 

me an Anti-Zionist all day long!!! 

Show less 

Reply 3   

  
Sharon Rogers2 weeks ago 

gary gibbs Jews are not semite their fake Jews. 
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Reply 1   

  
Stephen Scott5 months ago 

Are there any countries that are not in debt? 

Reply 2   

  
jacques lammens2 weeks ago 

mars 

Reply 1   

  
Addy Joe1 year ago 

god bless muslimz and christians 

Reply 111   

View all 29 replies  

  
smailliwhterag2 weeks ago 

Religion is okay if we all agree that we don't have the full answer and that religion is a guide. 

Reply   

  
pdubhnic2 weeks ago 

The book is no map it is a story book, pure fiction. 

Reply   

  
vidia cuda4 days ago 

THE BEST INSTAGRAM RED PILL CHANNEL ON INSTAGRAM: @guipreising BURN MARXISM! SIEG 

HEIL 1488! MAKE DER JUDEN PAY AGAIN! 

Reply 1   

  
hanksnow24 days ago 

These rotten &%$#*,,,,causing family breakups etc., because they have people eating up this horse shit!! & Why is it 

so important to them? Why do they have to imprison those who would like to "QUESTION" it, not necessarily deny 

it. How could a debate on history be against the Law? I would say first of all, 'They' have a weak case, & 2ND, have 

one 'Hell' of a lot of power!!!! 

Show less 

Reply 1   
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Lucifaust2 days ago 

They want to enslave the rest of the planet. They are too few, cowardly and weak to fight. So they poison our 

families' and nations' minds. They sink us into degeneracy and evil. Then when weak, they come out the woodwork 

to finish us off and assert fully jewish hegemony. If we knew what was going on and stood united, their whole plan 

of secrecy falls apart. That is why they fear, that is why they push to end our free speech. 

Read more 

Reply 1   

  
Sky Aura1 week ago 

The Zionists need to drop the whole "Holocaust" act. It didn't happen, there is major proof that the Holocaust did 

indeed not happen! 

Reply 1   

  
Eric Odinson1 week ago (edited) 

These kikes need to get their claws off of our countries. 

Reply 1   

  
Jonathan Doetry1 week ago 

hello, Hitler did nothing wrong 

Reply 1   

  
Andreas 131 week ago 

Even after the 'gas chambers' have been completely disproven they STILL insist that it happened. They cannot admit 

to their lies. If they did not lie they would not speak...lies are all they know. 

Reply 1   

  
Question Why1 week ago 

Hello jew troll... yes it is that time again.... hmmm and you think we will not wake up again... you do know history 

don't ya... 

Reply 1   

  
Tiger H. Lore2 weeks ago 

This video was "recommended" by YouTube 😂😂😂. 

Reply 1   

  
Don Craven Jr2 weeks ago 
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Nations with a healthy Jewish population thrive economically as a whole, but when Jews are kicked out their 

economies struggle, and whatever country the Jews resettle in begins to prosper. Spain, Portugal, England, Germany, 

USA etc. 

Reply 1   

View all 4 replies  

  
ChachaChapati2 weeks ago 

Not at all; that comment mainly reflects the mindset of the idiot Nazi posters. 

Reply   

  
Dtej2466 days ago (edited) 

Don Craven Jr Wow... I lost a few IQ points reading that nonsense. 

Reply   

  
Esoteric Elliot2 weeks ago 

The media had me thinking Mel was an angry, crazy bigot for years. Fool me once... 

Reply 1   

  
BoxedPchannel2 weeks ago 

Mel is a crazy uneducated bigot whos rambling statements remind me that of a recovering alcoholic 

Reply   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

Can't you do better than that, boxedpchannel? repeating the same bullshit against mel gibson really gets old 

Reply 1   

  
chochopav2 weeks ago 

Marlon Brando is KING! 

Reply 1   

  
chochopav2 weeks ago 

And John Voight is fucking piece of shit...his daughter too 

Reply   

  
Daniel Krauze2 weeks ago 

Pathetic people. They spread lies. Holocaust deniers are filth. 
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Reply 1   

  
Mark Cuckerberg2 weeks ago 

You belong in an oven. 

Reply   

  
Daniel Krauze2 weeks ago 

I would gladly slit your throat. 

Reply 1   

  
Daniel2 weeks ago 

i love Ahmadinejad 

Reply 1   

  
PATTON LAUGHED2 weeks ago 

Then you love a Jew. Sabourjian is well known Jewish name in Iran. His family changed their name after converting 

to Islam. They are among the Crypto Jews of Iran. 

Reply 2   

  
Jamie Malokas2 weeks ago 

I love him also.  I have no problem loving a person who's ancestors were 'whatever' religion.  Who can say with 

any confidence they know what all their forefathers believed.  Does it matter?      It is awesome the way he factually 

and systematically dissects the Zionist's propaganda.  Truly a thing of beauty.  I really enjoyed the entire interview 

the first time I saw it. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Existenshield2 weeks ago (edited) 

i can't take this seriously when you put braveheart music as background on mr gibson simply being interviewed, also 

what with ronaldo? plz maek senz 

Reply 1   

  
Vitaliy Epshteyn2 weeks ago 

lmao! 

Reply 1   
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John Doe2 weeks ago 

Oy vey, remember the six gorillion. 

Reply 3   

  
papa smurf2 weeks ago 

I don't understand the reference to that conniving roma portuguese pikey at the end. 

Reply 1   

  
LordOdyniec2 weeks ago 

Jew sponsor IIWW. 

Reply 2   

  
Rain Drifter2 weeks ago 

Ronaldo at the end? Did I miss something?? 

Reply 1   

  
Existenshield2 weeks ago 

didnt get it either, came to the comments for that 

Reply   

  
Shahab Ebr2 weeks ago 

Rain Drifter not shaking hands with the Israeli players. 

Reply   

  
Disabler2 weeks ago 

Only guy in Hollywood who will stand up for the truth :) 

Reply 2   

  
doopy noo2 weeks ago 

They are Ashkanazi fake Jews. They are the synagogue of satan. They are weak, nasaly genetic garbage. All the 

money in the world can't fix the facts. Their days of running the show and honoring themselves will soon be at an 

end. 

Reply 4   

  
omegapointil2 weeks ago (edited) 
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Its simple, just stop sending your Army and radical religious zealots to steal the homes of Palestinian families, 

throwing them out kicking and screaming then bulldozing their land and building settlements for your religious 

primitive fundamentalists.  Its indefensible, esp with thumping on the Bible. 

Reply 3   

  
Silva Skaduwee2 weeks ago 

Respect for Mel 

Reply 4   

  
Tom Measor3 weeks ago 

The BBC as already been taken over. 

Reply 4   

  
James David3 weeks ago 

Mel Gibson was correct.Jews are really behind all wars in the world. 

Reply 5   

  
Derro Farm2 weeks ago 

James David They have funded most wars. 

Reply 2   

  
kimberly York3 weeks ago 

Hollywood is run by jews, along with our country. Antisemitic, such a bunch of talmudic sorcery. 

Reply 7   

View all 3 replies  

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 

Without Jews, no USA. 

Reply   

  
No Pointing2 weeks ago 

Without Jews, US is fourth world. 

Reply   

  
koreanmarco3 weeks ago 
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for the jews, the rest of the world exist to serve them, the gentiles, wich is non jews, are like cattle, an animal, why 

should they stop of what they are doing. Their study is in tammuz, the son baal; they claim their god is God of 

Abraham, but no, that's why they are so ruthless. 

Reply 5   

  
Robert Cathcart3 weeks ago 

The BBC is a corrupt, psychopathic criminal organization and is primarily a propaganda instrument of the Jews. 

Reply 4   

  
Marion Braidfute3 weeks ago 

Mel just say you said what you said. Don't try to appease their feelings by lying about what you said. The Jews are 

ruling the world, you have a responsibility to tell the truth. 

Reply 4   

  
Robert Kramarek1 month ago 

look at history the jews were enslaved now they turned the tables around and they are the masters and enslave us 

through money control and we gave it to them stop the imf stop the central bank go to all gold backed currency. 

hopefully they didn't steal t the gold like everything else. they say Germany has 8 billion of there money. did that 

come from their gold theeth ww2 was wrong gasing them but now their getting back at all of of mankind with total 

control. march on washinton go back to the gold standard mister Trump President. jewish deal in ww1 fliped on 

germany back stabed germany when they were good to them it was total jewish freedom there before ww1 but they 

wanted isreal Palestinian so they turn us media against germany and USA got into the war . please lets not get played 

like puppets in their show take away the control go to gold standard 

Show less 

Reply 3   

  
Sharon Rogers2 weeks ago 

Robert Kramarek The fake Jews have never been enslaved. 

Reply 2   

  
Daniel Krauze2 weeks ago 

We Ashkenazim aren't fake Jews. That's a myth with no basis in reality. No one is enslaved. Don't blame others for 

your shitty life filth. 

Reply   

  
matt giovanni2 months ago 

ISIS=ZIONIST JEWS=SAUDI ARABIA=911=GLOBAL TERRORISM=DEATH=DESTRUCTION 

Reply 6   
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Vexilator1 month ago 

matt giovanni 9/11 was an inside job 

Reply 1   

  
Shahab Ebr2 weeks ago 

matt giovanni Spiderman =batman =half divided by 2 = spawn. 

Reply   

  
DeWayne Benson2 months ago 

NOTE of interest, in year 1933 after Hitler had removed Rothschild Zionist control of Germany, and Rothschild-

Zionist began an Int'l Media boycott to destroy Germany, German Zionist went to Hitler and promised to end their 

lies if Hitler would accept their Transfer Agreement, of shipping German Jews and their wealth to Palestine. Hitler 

aware of Zionist embedded within every European-Gov readily agreed, and from 1933 until 1940-41 shipped 

German Jews and equivalent wealth as commodities to Palestine. Do you realize this was a period longer than the 

entire WWll.... and which apparently Zionist call Hitlers 'Final Solution'? 

Show less 

Reply 4   

  
Jiany Mass2 months ago 

Israeli want to conquer land in middle east. There only and best trait is helping each other carry horrible things 

against others. 

Reply 3   

  
JohnNiemsMusic3 months ago 

Their LIE is finally becoming KNOWN as I hope you have awakened to the HOLOHOAX!!!!!!! Watch my 6 

MILLION truth song video folks!!!! 

Reply 1   

  
mustang19ms6 months ago 

I didn't understand what happened with ronaldo 

Reply 1   

  
Diane Winchester3 months ago 

He apparently didn't want to change shirts with the Israeli soccer team. 

Reply 2   
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Notof Yourconcern8 months ago 

what does the last clip have to do with this? The football players? 

Reply 1   

  
ODIN8 months ago 

he didn't swap shirts with jews 

Reply 6   

  
charlie🎷10 months ago 

the priest in this video was arrested after this interview. the Holocaust® is the only historical event that is protected 

by law thanks to the Ashkenazis life long servants of death and lies the Christian. 

Reply 2   

  
frantisek petrasek11 months ago 

support Mel anytime 

Reply 2   

  
Alex Ramsey1 year ago 

Great actors!!! 

Reply   

  
Wake up call1 year ago 
+Mehran Ramsey yes they are 

Reply   

  
f0rumrr1 year ago 

What the hell is the end about? 

Reply 1   

View all 3 replies  

  
Dulio Davino1 year ago 

+Sood81 - Hasbara trolls belong in Khazaria Why, though? 

Reply   
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ODIN8 months ago 

its tradition and out of respect to swap shirts and he didn't 

Reply 1   

  
gaz shaw1 month ago 

ronaldo not swapping his shirt unlike the rest of the players. what a fucking spoilt bitch 

Reply 2   

  
Daniel Krauze2 weeks ago 

Indeed- he's a pathetic little twat. 

Reply 1   

  
Christopher Jones11 months ago 

The jews in Israel arent even the true descendants of the Israelites.. Theyre Ashkenazi Khazars. They have no right to 

be in Israel. 

Reply 607   

View all 219 replies  

  
Sky Aura1 week ago 

Christopher Jones All real Jews are gone. They died off long ago. 

Reply 4   

  
Machine Fuel7 hours ago 

3:41 Amen. 

Reply   

  
M9 hours ago 

Why the fuck is Ronaldo on at the end? 

Reply   

  
daniel yasin2 days ago 

people don't really have to freedom to criticzsice the jews publicly cuz guess what?....jews own the media 

Reply   
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Lucifaust2 days ago 

The devil masquerades as an angel of light. 

Reply   

  
symalus2 days ago 

Icke is right... its the rotchildren zionists, not all of whom are Jewish 

Reply   

  
Adolf Hitler3 days ago 

Trump Bombed Syria so: Trump = Zionist Puppet The "refugee" crisis is caused by the fake, terrorist state of Israel. 

Sanhedrin 59a  To communicate anything to a Goy about our religious relations would be equal to the killing of all 

Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we teach about them, they would kill us openly.  Libbre David 37  A Jew should 

and must make a false oath when the Goyim asks if our books contain anything against them. 

............................................................................. 卐 卍 �  � European countries need to follow the lead of Poland, 

Hungary & WWII Germany. 卐 卍 �  � ............................................................................ Send ALL "refugees" to 

Israel.... 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Return of Zeus4 days ago 

Prince Carlo Odescalchi is one of the highest authorities in Rome and is the head of the Cult of Saturn. The 

Odescalchi family have princely titles from Northern Italy, Austria and Hungary and connections with the Vatican, 

Knights of Malta, and Jesuit Order. They also established an influential bank in Genoa. Prince Carlo Odescalchi has 

authority over the CERN program in Geneva Switzerland which also controls various particle accelerators around the 

world. Particle accelerators are nuclear technology developed under the Manhattan Project. German scientists 

worked with American scientists on the Manhattan Project to develop nuclear physics. The particle accelerators are 

increasing gravitational pressure in the lower atmosphere which is speeding up the rate of time and decay on matter. 

When they turn up the particle accelerators the air feels denser and it creates more stress on the body. Gravity refers 

to weight and is like electromagnetic pressure. The particle accelerators function similar to the idea of taking two 

magnets with opposite polarities and binding them together creating pressure in the middle and then using nuclear 

power to accelerate their magnetism. There is a binary magnetic device inside of the Black Cube of Mecca. The 

Black Cube is also a symbol for Saturn. The Odescalchi's Ilok Castle in Croatia has a clock tower. They are like 

"time wizards" using their particle accelerators to oppress society so they can control the present and then dictate the 

future. CERN is affecting gravity which has effects on time and this is known as "gravitational time dilation". Saturn 

is connected with time and gravity. The hexagram or the six pointed star is also a symbol for Saturn the sixth planet. 

The hexagram is on the flag of Israel and  also on the United States one dollar bill. The hexagon is the most efficient 

geometric shape for processing thermal energy and this is why snowflakes take the shape of six pointed stars through 

the thermal extraction. Many serpents have hexagonal scales for absorbing the solar rays because they are cold 

blooded. Zionists are a branch of the Cult of Saturn and they represent oppression and consumption. Witchcraft uses 

sigils for binding and the hexagram is used like heavy shackles weighing the victim down. It is like squeezing the 

energy out of a person the same way you squeeze the juice out of an orange. Zionists consider energy as currency 

and humans as cattle. The Zionist clans were the ancient Horites that invaded Canaan and surrounded the Tribe of 

Judah. They eventually started speaking Hebrew and these families now claim to be Jews. The Zionist Horites do not 

represent the majority of todays Jews. Zionists are supremacists just like the Nazis. Saturn is connected with time in 
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mythology. Hora is the Latin word for hour similar to Horite. Saturn is called Cronos in Greek which is where the 

word chronology comes from. Chronology means the arrangement of time. Time is money. In Roman Mythology 

they worshiped the deity known as Janus who is connected with duality, time, transitions, and doorways. There is 

finance firm called Janus Capital Group with assets estimated at 190 billion. Saturn is also connected with time in the 

Roman Myth and there was a Cult of Saturn located in Rome with a temple right near Capitoline Hill which stored 

Rome's gold and silver. The Papacy and Odelscalchi family use gold and silver keys on their coat of arms. Scalchi 

appears to be etymologically connected to the word scale which is used for measuring the weight of things like gold 

and silver. Ode means a musical poem. The Odescalchi family have a portion of authority in Hollywood and the 

entertainment industry and they use entertainment to distract from their oppression. Tom Cruise got married at the 

Odescalchi castle and he serves this family as a Knight of Malta. Katy Perry covertly serves the House of Odescalchi 

and she is a wiccan member of the Cult of Saturn. She uses the Eye of Horus symbol in one of her music videos. 

Horus like the Horites. There is a large Wiccan division that is part of the Cult of Saturn with members like Julia 

Louis-Dreyfus. Hex in Hexagram means curse and witches curse people. Other members of the Saturn cult include 

Queen Elizabeth II, King Harald V of Norway, Princess Mary of Denmark, George Walker Bush, Benjamin 

Netanyahu, and George Soros. There is a large clock in Oslo, Norway. Big Ben is the nickname of the clock tower in 

London now renamed Elizabeth Tower to honor Queen Elizabeth II. Saturn represents duality, time, (prophecy) 

oppression (gravity and judgement), and consumption (beast). 

Show less 

Reply   

  
VeganPulse4 days ago 

What's the deal with Renaldo at the end? lol 

Reply   

  
Lord show me the way4 days ago 

Mel Gibson is insane! my fav actor.. 

Reply   

  
Borkaman875 days ago 

Yeah.. cus actors allway speak their minds don't they and everyone knows it takes a phd to make it to the movie set- 

especially a phd in history or demography. 

Reply   

  
Youssef El Gohary5 days ago 

What does the last scene of Ronaldo have to do with Zionism? 

Reply   

  
garr christopher6 days ago 

eliminate the background music now!!! It's distracting and irrelavent. 

Reply   
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Lucifaust2 days ago 

Mel gibson is responsible for it It's a great soundtrack Mel was in the video and its relevant 

Reply   

  
faustus9991 week ago 

Mel gibson hates Jews. Hates the English. He's a cunt 

Reply   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

Mel comes from an Irish family in Australia, and the Irish & English have never really got along. Can't blame him 

for that, but I am correct, I think, in saying that Mel likes the English a whole lot more than he likes jews. 

Reply 1   

  
Ahuwah Zeus1 week ago 

The Medici and Bonaparte families run Sephardic Zionism. The Florentine Black Nobility are Sephardic. Napoleon 

Bonaparte was the first political Zionist who proclaimed for all "Jews" to settle in Jerusalem. The Medici family 

were one of the most powerful banking families in Europe for centuries. The Medici family produced 3 Popes and 2 

Queens of France. The Medici and Bonaparte families are closely related and still working together today. Both of 

these families still exist. The extremely wealthy Dreyfus family serve the Medici and Bonaparte families as their 

court factors. Members of these crime families include Prince Ottaviano de Medici, Prince Julian de Medici, Prince 

Charles Napoleon Bonaparte, and Prince Jean Christophe Napoleon Bonaparte. Prince Jean Christophe worked for 

Morgan Stanley and Advent International which is a major buy out firm with assets estimated over 30 billion. The 

Medici family are tax collectors and they are overseeing the IRS through Rome's network of power. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Lucifaust2 days ago 

Napoleon fucking Bonaparte was not Jewish you imbecile. You need to read some biographies on him. The medici's 

however are another story. 

Reply   

  
Fahri Demir1 week ago 

HABIBI GIBSON 

Reply   

  
swe com1 week ago 

its a wonder these brave people are still alive and breathing 
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Reply   

  
John Doe1 week ago 

love you Mel Gibson! 

Reply   

  
Borislav Mitev1 week ago 

Being a Jew is losing its meaning as someone who belongs to one of the several main religions, it has acquired the 

new meaning of someone who is power hungry who will not stop at nothing even killing his own "brethren", or other 

Jews, in order to achieve its goal of being on top of controlling everything and everyone, I don't know about you but 

that sounds to me more like a psychiatric evaluation. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
solomonsworld1 week ago 

We're blessed 

Reply   

  
Pat Madsen1 week ago 

Mel Gibson is awesome 

Reply   

  
John Buttafucco1 week ago 

RIGHT ON. Mr Gibson is correct. I am even that Braveheart is not even answering back the shamefulness of this 

bought and paid for, pawn of Zionism. This is a ticking time bomb.As a Real American and SAVED.  There will 

never be another Civil War; just as these Zionist are pushin for. But make no mistake there will be obsene acts of 

violence to be done against any jew in America. Because it is allread happening in this hemisphere already.  But 

jewish rhetoric and evil propaganda will blowback so hard on their face. that there will not be one person save that 

has a long nose and and nothing but comptempt for the Christian and Muslim religion. I pray to GOD these acts of 

violence don't happen. but their treachery it is meant to be obvioius. Look at the Ariana Grance Concert in England. 

It has the blood of mossads  passing themselves as arabs all over their face!. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
TrumpmmxviCom1 week ago 

#RipManchester www.Bre3itCom www.Brex3tCom #Brexit 04July16Com #RipSethRich #iAmDNCLeaks & many 

more #MenAMurdered #DeCeptions! #iAmChinaGate www.Homeless2WhiteHouse.Com My #1A has been 

BANNED by @Twitter @Youtube Disqus (Used by most social media like Info Wars) & @Facebook! Hypocrites 

say they love free speech, until i say something truthful they dont like! www.i3God.com 
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Read more 

Reply   

  
KidMillions1 week ago (edited) 

Fred Leuchter was hardly an expert on the gas chambers, he built electric chairs...That said the figure of 6 million 

and the use of Zyklon B, a pesticide really, no historian who likes his reputation would dare to challenge it. 

Reply   

  
Rev Head1 week ago 

Jews know how to beat that dead dog !! 

Reply   

  
Jonathan Doetry1 week ago 

take this fucking music out it's really annoying 

Reply   

  
Neil Robert1 week ago 

the Earth is Hollow not flat .. you idiot. 911 truth NASA lies to us thank you.we should blow up the Moon � 

THiNK. the.NY times is CIA so. is CNN too 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Vincent Jones1 week ago 

Gotta laugh when they present islamists as somehow a friend to Amreica or that Palestinians have anything but a 

handful of Christians left there (the islamo pigs killed most of them). islamists are no more our friend than jews, in 

fact they ate us even more than jews. We need a complete agreement amongst Western nations (screw those who 

want to die slowly) to ban islam and expose the jews (and deport them to israel). We didn't conquer these lands by 

being mambi-pambi all join hands and rub weenies together fags. 
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Reply   

  
Israr Hussain1 week ago 

Dear GOD your people are scared for the future where are you � Dear GOD This is so scary the JEWISH PEOPLE 

WHO ARE IN POWER OF HOLLYWOOD ELITE ARE MAKING,PROGRAMMES WITH SO MUCH PURVIS 

AGENDAS . 😣 SICK DISGUSTING CREATURES WHO ARE IN POWER MAKE IT LOOK OK!!!! AT THE 

PIZZA GATE AFFAIR, AND SOUND NORMAL. AND THE DISGUSTING TRADE OF THE CHILDREN, 

TRAFFICKING, AND MISSING CHILDREN , SEX ABUSE, AND PEDOPHILE OF MINERS, SATANISM, 

CHILD SACRIFICES, AND VIOLATE, ALL THE INNOCENT CITIZEN IN SOCIETY SATANIC CULTURE, 

PROGRAMMED. FOR OUR COMMUNITY AND COUNTRIES DESTROYING RELIGIOUS BELIEFS. HATED 

FOR ALL MAN KIND AS JUST THINGS SPECIES WITH NO MORALITY. 😣 AND KNOW I DON'T KNOW 

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE WORLD � � AND I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE AND HOW TO 

HELP... PLEASE PLEASE GOD HELP US ALL AND IT'S SO SCARY BECAUSE YOU SAY THAT THE 

DEVIL IS GOING TO LIE ABOUT EVERY THING. BUT WHAT IF IT REAL!! I DON'T WANT THIS ON MY 

CONSCIENCE. SO ASK YOUR HELP. DEAR GOD YOU ALWAYS SAY ASK AND YOU WILL RECEIVE 

HELP BECAUSE WE CAN'T TAKE MUCH OF THIS 💣 BOMBARTMENT. 💣 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Rich Piana's Rectal Prolapse2 weeks ago (edited) 

If you read the Talmud, you'll realise that the difference between the average Jew and a so-called 'Zionist' is merely a 

matter of time and circumstance. 

Reply   

  
doug cane2 weeks ago 

Anti-Christian Zionist Jews (who dominate America) are trying to stop the most powerful Christian nations in the 

world from joining forces - don't let them do it - remove the Zionist Jews from America - they've been betraying 

Christians for 2,000 years and will continue to do so - check out brother Nathanael. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Cee Bee2 weeks ago 

jews are cancer 

Reply   

  
hfyaer2 weeks ago (edited) 

Antisemites are frustrated failures. They say they hate zionists, but in fact they hate jews. They say they love 

palestinians but in fact they hate jews. They say they hate the banksters, but in fact they hate jews. And if you search 

deep enough, you'll find out that they hate themselves for being failures. 

Reply   
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sakarinis2 weeks ago 

and who are the Jews? the holy cows of the creation? tge untouchable ? shut up.they are just humans like everyone 

else .same shit like everyone else on this planet 

Reply   

  
Den Stew2 weeks ago 

The Zionist fake Jews control the Vatican, most Protestant Churches, the UN, they've infiltrated the Govt, and 

private industry. They control the Media, Hollywood, Banking, and healthcare. WAKE UP FOLKS... They lie to 

everyone about everything, they pretend to be what they are NOT. They are not the REAL Christian Jews,,, they are 

fake Progressive Jews - Marxists, that the real Jews do not recognize at all. 

Read more 

Reply   

  
Sam Abbott2 weeks ago 

if Mel Gibson is the thumbnail for a video on jews, you're not off to a good start 

Reply   

  
Ted Bundy2 weeks ago 

I hate everyone including you reading this comment. 

Reply   

  
Lawrence Buchanan2 weeks ago 

jews are gross anyway, who cares. 

Reply   

  
Andy Jones2 weeks ago 

zion will fall or rise by gods hand and will not by mans no matter whom they ally or how clever they plot and 

manipulate 

Reply   

  
Wizz Freely2 weeks ago 

Mel is fucking right 

Reply   
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owenhunt2 weeks ago 

Why do we see C. Ronaldo at the end in post-match conjecture and reflection? Are you intimating he is a figure with 

inside knowledge of the entertainment system? I have always thought him some prophetic figure of either his or 

somebody else's making. He is a fascinating icon to watch the private videos of, especially incomparison with his 

rival Messi who is effectively beyond the media reach. I would sincerely love a reply from the owner of this video. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
GODGORY - Romulo2 weeks ago 

EVERYBODY knows it, but if you speak against the WRONGDOINGS of Israel, all the hell beaks loose and you 

are suddenly an antisemite... but we also know that this is an old trick that they use to intimidate and silence their 

critics. Well, I guess this is what the COWARDS do better... hid from their own atrocities 

Reply   

  
Timothy Mckenna2 weeks ago 

There is no possibility of peace in the world as long as billions of people base their self identity on religious dogma 

Reply   

  
mazen edrees2 weeks ago 

what the hell did i just saw .? 

Reply   

  
gussstavo2 weeks ago 

mel gibson is the man!!!!!!! 

Reply   

  
Raoul Fluke2 weeks ago 

Moronic video 

Reply   

  
kaalmansur2 weeks ago 

the music is deeply disturbing. one cannot hear anything 

Reply   

  
Hairy Wombat2 weeks ago 

Israel is of the Jews from 6.000 years old 🇮��🇮�🌿� 
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Reply   

  
human divinity 20172 weeks ago 

I really don't know what to make of this to be honest. what about all the graves the camp's the photos. what your 

saying it's a lie. it's an insult to ww2 veterans that was there to witness this. it's a good job my great granddad is not 

here today to witness such stupidity. 

Reply   

  
Rory J Steel2 weeks ago 

Tony Benn knew. 

Reply   

  
John Stephen2 weeks ago 

Jew=synonym for a Demon. 

Reply   

  
John Stephen2 weeks ago 

There was no genocide of Jews. It is/was a Zionist fabrication. Read The Leutcher report which proves beyond doubt 

there was no holocaust. 

Reply   

  
Mel Makavali2 weeks ago 

they promote satan work globally..bastards 

Reply   

  
Truth Hurts2 weeks ago 

Zionists represent the devil... Muslims, Jews and Christians represent God... 

Reply   

  
Truth Hurts2 weeks ago 

all those white Israelis originated from Eastern Europe...not one can go back and show they are from there. 

Reply   

  
EugVR62 weeks ago 
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I'm suprised all those famous people haven't been labeled as nazis by the Zionists goons yet...the Nazi card always 

gets played early... 

Reply   

  
Abura Kadabura2 weeks ago 

BanddeNaz 

Reply   

  
iancooll122 weeks ago 

Mel Gibson, didn't He know he's the only Catholic in Hollywood, the rest are all brew's. Why though are they 

supporting all the Mussie's in, Hope it all backfires on them. 

Reply   

  
Dajool Leolamah2 weeks ago 

you arent stale mel its the booze talking, have another drink and hit your gf with the phone 

Reply   

  
Metrader2 weeks ago 

all you cunts below, should boycott jewish products, no more whatsapp, no more mobile phones, throw away your 

laptops, good luck you bunch of wankers 

Reply   

  
Edmond Taverdyan2 weeks ago 

the zionist jews and their wicked agenda will SOON be brought to justice.......in THIS life or the next 

Reply   

  
jpratx2 weeks ago 

video is bogus. Ice Cube didn't say shit. 

Reply   

  
Daniel ferreira2 weeks ago 

the real jews are Chinese 

Reply   

  
Illy Boulder2 weeks ago 
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I am converting to Judaism this week and anyone converting after me, must get my permission. 

Reply   

  
standook2 weeks ago 

they are probably fallen angels pretending to be humans. 

Reply   

  
Nicholas Deas2 weeks ago 

Can anyone tell me what the Ronaldo shot at the end was all about?? 

Reply   

  
BoxedPchannel2 weeks ago (edited) 

Idiots! There are more Christians that are Zionist than Jews!! Why does nobody talk about British Israelism? because 

your all idiots 

Reply   

  
Preacher At Arrakeen2 weeks ago 

Ya'll make me despair for humanity. The Titanic is going down and all you can do is submerge yourself in your 

poisonous beliefs. I can't believe the shit I see here: 'Kikes.' Really? in the 21st century? Fuck you all. Although I am 

an athiest, I wish there was a God. Then you assholes would get yours. 

Reply   

  
ur mom2 weeks ago 

who ever put thumbs down on this shit believes in the devil !!!!! 

Reply   

  
Johnny Skinwalker2 weeks ago 

Ronaldo Da Boss 

Reply   

  
Dr m2 weeks ago 

Rock on Mel, speak your mind 

Reply   

  
Karimano Toubena2 weeks ago 
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https://youtu.be/mlLZKUuc2jk 

Reply   

  
Robert Wagoner2 weeks ago 

aint that some shit lol 

Reply   

  
Skipper Russell2 weeks ago 

The worst possible doomsday scenario, worse than the scariest science fiction movie imaginable, is in fact a reality 

here on Earth.  Here's why: 

http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Atomic_Bomb_Jewish_Invention.html   Israel is a nuclear armed 

monster with the Samson option. 

Reply   

  
AsiYoutuber2 weeks ago 

Ronaldo is the best ! 

Reply   

  
ChachaChapati2 weeks ago 

If you hate Jews, you're probably mentally ill. One need to look no further than the Muslim world or the idiot neo-

Nazi commenters on this video or anywhere else. 

Reply   

  
cultislam2 weeks ago 

Chacha you are so right.  God declares Israel "the apple of his eye"... 

Reply   

  
Sage Antone2 weeks ago 

These people aren't zionists. They're globalists. 

Reply   

  
Funk O'Matic2 weeks ago 

jon voight should find a cave somewhere where nobody can find him...n STAY there. forever til he dies. 

Reply   
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Jose Ramos2 weeks ago 

My father got us an apartment from a beautiful Jewish family,Miss Mandel used to take my sister and I to the 

waterfront,she would teach us how to play tennis. Could you believe in the 70s two Puerto Rican kids playing tennis. 

Thank you Miss Mandel & family for the memories 😁😁😁🎾🎾🎾 

Reply 1   

  
abeis mohamed2 weeks ago 

zionism is like ISIS both killers both liars and hey ISrael never attacked ISIS same goes for ISIS 

Reply 1   

  
hthththt522 weeks ago 

wat does ronaldo have to do with diss 

Reply   

  
Klaus Kopf2 weeks ago 

I like jews because everybody hates them. 

Reply   

  
Peter Tiger chilli2 weeks ago 

only 20 million Jews in the world but they pretty much run thinks and what they do in Palestine is sicking 

Reply 1   

  
Joeys WorldTour2 weeks ago 

we must stop them 

Reply   

  
Cuckinator2 weeks ago 

Smack me upside the deepest crevice of my bum and nut mayo in my mouth Joey please!!!!!! 

Reply   

  
LemmyFTW2 weeks ago 

I'm on the weird side of Youtube again. 

Reply   

  
Chouan772 weeks ago 
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We heard Braveheart soundtrack. 

Reply   

  
RatherGeekyStuff2 weeks ago (edited) 

Jeesus christ... no pun intended .... Anyway, it is NOT anti-semitic to criticize the politics of Isreal. It is NOT anti-

semitic to be of the oppinion that Israel is conducting genocide. It might be wrong, it might be hurtful, it might be 

right, it might be just, but it is not anti-semitism. Anti-semitism would be to judge all semites (which include 

muslims and christians) or at least jews to be in some sort of way inferior, more evil, stupid (etc.) than other people 

merely based on their heritage, etnicity, religion and so on. Neither Israel nor it's politics are heritages, they are not 

etnicities and they are not religions; Israel is a country and its politics are just that; politics! Jeesus Christ man! Read 

a book! 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Ffion Dougherty2 weeks ago 

Marlon Brando was a brave man. 

Reply   

  
theo tryhard2 weeks ago 

its not Jews fault, they are better than everyone else. 

Reply   

  
oussama vids2 weeks ago 

fuck all the shitty zionists pigs terrorists 

Reply   

  
Roger Fernandes2 weeks ago 

Well Done CR7 

Reply   

  
Khalid M.u-202 weeks ago 

fuck the Jews 

Reply   

  
Swiati2 weeks ago 

what with ronaldo at the end? 
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Reply   

  
alevilik ve aleviler2 weeks ago 

prophet muhammed is truth, mentioned in koran: "and we sent iron, and with it a strong energy" (surah al-hadid) ... 

now read how the earth became: a iron rock hit the earth and the earth splitted into the iron-rock+earths main part 

and our moon. "and with it a strong energy", we call it magnetism which builds up our magnet shield and binds the 

atmosphere, so we get a home to live in .... beside this, the koran mentions the embryo state of humans, the speed of 

light, the miracles of our universe and the comparision that satan is like "a black hole" and not your lightbringing 

"friend" ... as you see now, we are not telling it is our truth, we tell it is the truth, believe it or not, ... what does the 

Koran say in the surah "Humans": "we showed them the true path, if they are thankful or not", ... islam forbids 

interest on capital, which means you as a hard worker have not to work for the banking system but for your family 

and yourself 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Fionn McConville2 weeks ago 

Once you use that crazy eejit David Ike and that saggy faced, pugs cumface of a man Nick Griffin in a video trying 

to validate your argument you lose all logos. This is an absolute joke and you are all massively autistic 

Reply   

  
I am Jaguar Paw! This is MY forest!2 weeks ago (edited) 

Hitler killed about 11.5  million human beings.....ALL of them are important!!! Not JUST the six million Jews...... 

Reply   

  
Frostyy2 weeks ago (edited) 

Name of the music? 

Reply   

  
Finlay Norris2 weeks ago 

Who is the priest guy? I like him 

Reply   

  
utubeer2 weeks ago 

I thought of Cartmen immediately when i saw Mel Gibson 

Reply   

  
chochopav2 weeks ago 
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And then Mel appologised... 

Reply   

  
Prophet George Manuel Oliveira2 weeks ago 

Collectively, the Jews are not guilty of anything except what most all other humans are guilty of, e.g., just normal 

sins & common nonsense. And it could be argued that the Zionists are not even Jews, per se, they use the suffix of 

(Zionist) "Jews," because they probably wouldn't want to use "Rulers of earth who are diabolical sinister sadistic 

warmongering terrorists," etc.. And their claim to Judaism is like Hitler claiming to be Christian, etc.. And they, 

Zionists, are arguably devil worshipers who don't care about anything except sensual pleasures & trying to gain the 

most money & things & to be full of feel- good things, etc.. And I believe Zionists are a misnomer, they are not of 

Zion the Scriptures records, they are either very demonic or they are being evil for some secret reasons that I can 

only speculate about. And I have had many wonderful Jewish friends & some girlfriends I dated as a young man, & 

they were just like everyone else, except they don't eat pork, heh. And they were, many of them, just as kind or more 

kind than Christians I knew / know. And I would be honest to say that the Jews, collectively, they are not Zionists 

who are looking to kill steal & destroy, etc.. And Zionists, collectively, they are not Jewish, in regards to following 

the Old Testament laws - like not to kill & all that. And the Zionists might be less than 0.0001% of the amount of 

Jews, & the Jews are not Zionists anyways, per se. And those few who claim to be Zionist Jews, many are probably 

subscribing to that to capitalize off it somehow, from the other upper echelon of (d)evils, because they own the 

Central Banks, I believe. Christ said, There are those who claim to be Jews but are not, they are of the Synagogue of 

Satan. Right? And I guess that even if the Zionists were indeed believers in the Old Testament, that gives them no 

more credentials to being Jewish like if a Christian believes in the Old Testament, both might believe the OT, but 

neither are Jewish. Or if I said I believe in some of the Qur'an, that wouldn't make Me any more Muslim than anyone 

else who believes things that appear true to them regardless of it's source, yes? And the Jews might be Jews, but that 

doesn't make them Zionist Jews, right? And the Zionists might be Zionists, but it doesn't make them Jewish. And it is 

like if there was a terrorist in the presidents office for the Puppet in Chief, if he claimed to be Christian, it would not 

or should not reflect the rest of the population that are not terrorists, right? And I am pro- Jewish people like 

everyone or anyone else, & if they are Jewish or Christians or Muslims or Buddhists or Hindus or Sikhs or whatever, 

it should not reflect the others who are not that person, but they are individuals & are not the "bad apples" of the 

bunch. And I could care less if Bernie Sanders is Jewish, I voted for him on Super Tuesday, but why? Because I 

believed what he was saying, for the most part, & I believe he was the best choice of all the candidates running for 

Puppet in Chief. And in the year 2008, I was profusely advocating for Ron Paul for president, but why? Because I 

believed he was the best person for the job of running the country. But if Ron Paul was Jewish or Muslim or 

Buddhist or Hindu or LDS or Jehovah's Witness, it would not matter much difference to Me. And I don't care about 

any religions like they mean anything other than what someone labels themself as, & it is known that people lie & 

someone might say they Christian but are really following something else, maybe sinister dogma. And if a person 

says they are Muslim, it doesn't mean they are indeed Muslim, e.g., they might be in the Middle East & would 

potentially die or be excommunicated for not being Muslim, but they may indeed be Christians or anything else, & 

likewise for anyone who claims something that they are just using it to fit in or gain something from said labels, yes? 

And I would say that most all Muslims believe in Jesus, as Jesus is a part of their Scriptures, maybe just as much if 

not more than the Bible as a whole book, the Old & New Testament. Maybe word for word, the Qur'an might 

mention Jesus more than the Bible, both the OT & NT, yes?- but don't quote Me on that. And religions are 

foolishness if you don't try to be a better person from the Scriptures. And the whole foolish rhetoric, "you cannot be a 

Christian & believe in other Scriptures outside of Bible," that would be akin to saying, you cannot believe both sci-fi 

fantasies & scientific research at the same time, because sci-fi is "fiction," to give an example. And I don't subscribe 

to any one religion, & I subscribe to all of them in some ways, nothing except being open-minded to learning Truth. 

And if I were to read something credible from scientists in a recent discovery of say the astrophysics of the extra 

terrestrial peoples in contiguous Cosmos, I would ponder it & reflect on it if I couldn't know for Myself from proofs, 

but if I read later in the same article that we need to tax people for producing CO2 gas from their consumptions, I 

would disagree with the whole Global Warming Swindle they are imposing via pseudo science. And I heard on the 

radio recently, that about 80% of the greenhouse gases are WATER VAPOR, heh, but that is what I heard, I believe. 

And it is irrelevant what people say, if it is true it is true, if it is false it is false, albeit, somethings are only true to the 

individuals. And if someone claims to be Christian, it doesn't mean they are living godly lives. And to surmise, 

Zionists should not reflect Judaism, they are not Jews like the vast majority of intellectually honest Jews trying to 

https://www.youtube.com/user/WeLoveYouJesus85
https://www.youtube.com/user/WeLoveYouJesus85
https://www.youtube.com/user/WeLoveYouJesus85


live & let live, in peace. And the Zionists probably have many "Christians" in there too, but they are not anything but 

trying to do some nefarious or esoteric agendas that shouldn't reflect the rest of the well- intentioned people who 

don't believe in their nonsense, right? And I believe that Jews are cool, I have met many great wonderful Jews, like 

any other Faiths, nothing to do with religions at all, people are not their Scriptures they subscribe to, people are 

individuals, some are always going to try to be good for the sake of God more than others, & some use their religions 

for ungodly acts. And I don't care about any religions, they are all good in ways & bad in others, I guess, & I follow 

Spirituality of open mindness to the Truth, regardless of its source of book or religious books. Right?. . . Peace be 

upon you, George Manuel Oliveira ~PEACE~ 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Reza Nasiri2 weeks ago (edited) 

I love Adolf Hilter, he was a great man, and Im sorry that our king cyrus the great saved jews from babylonian 

captivity 2500 years ago, I wish he didnt do that. Oh and one more funny thing, I dont know why no body knows 

anything about the greatest genocide in the history of mankind. europians killed and displaced almost 100 million 

native indians when they conquered america, and now they actually think they are civilized people, its so sad and 

disgusting. and I want to mention that organized relegions are all shit, jewish is the worst shit, christianity and islam 

are almost the same shit. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Joshua Shepherd2 weeks ago 

Good montage of clips. What music is being used in the background? Sounds like film music, yes? 

Reply   

  
Mikhail Kryzhanovsky2 weeks ago 

"A p o c a l y p s e. FOUR HORSEMEN : KGB SPIES BILL, HILLARY, OBAMA, TRUMP" 

https://yapishu.net/book/79251 

Reply   

  
Bhouncer2 weeks ago 

blaming the jews for the world ills is a narrative of leftists and neo-nazis. Very easy to buy into the conspiracy 

theory. Anyone who knows the Jews understands they keep too themselves and help each other rather than trying to 

'take over the world'. 

Reply   

  
lancsFrogger2 weeks ago 

nick griffin & the bishop actually made points. most people were too vague to even be accused of expressing an 

opinion either way 

Reply   
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rosie811honey2 weeks ago 

Mel Gibson is an amazing actor,i am not a fan of how he treated his last wife,but alcohol makes people say and do 

things they would never ever dream of saying and doing. 

Reply   

  
Test93832 weeks ago 

Why do you blame Zionist Jews? They are one of the most oppressed minority in the world. They need a home, and 

Israel is their home. I hope one day, they Palestinians get equal rights in Israel, but there is no denying Jews need a 

home. And I am a Muslim. I want Arabs and Jews live side by side. 

Reply   

  
balluse2 weeks ago 

damn it but the internet creates crazy bubbles for crazy people. 

Reply   

  
Maximus Khan2 weeks ago 

George Carlin, well said, Sir. 

Reply   

  
James Moran2 weeks ago 

Holocaust Or Holohoax? 21 Amazing Facts https://cigpapers.wordpress.com/2013/11/16/holocaust-or-holohoax-21-

amazing-facts/ 

Reply 1   

  
Adan Ramirez2 weeks ago 

i was watching UFC videos how the fuck did i get here? 

Reply 1   

  
Mean Mister Mustard2 weeks ago 

THis is a disgusting piece of hate propaganda. Timeman 786 - I hope you wind up in a gas chamber soon. 

Reply   

  
Chattischer Krieger2 weeks ago 

Adolf says the Truth Brothers and Sisters Time wil coming we waking up 
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Reply   

  
Werner Cazaerck2 weeks ago 

<iframe width="854" height="480" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/_xchaB_JcAY" frameborder="0" 

allowfullscreen></iframe> haha, mongoloids. Fred Loyster turned out to be a complete fraud who was entirely 

oblivious of what scientific research actually looks like. So his imitations didn't go over very well, which makes this 

entire youtube clip invalid (among other things, of course). At least try to keep it real, Nazi scum. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0192335/ 

Show less 

Reply   

  
Mark Cuckerberg2 weeks ago 

Mel is the REAL. 

Reply   

  
Winston Churchill2 weeks ago 

The dustbin lids run the world unfortunately 

Reply   

  
Amadeus Avramidis2 weeks ago 

Check this out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cxQvmnfp4s&t=13s 

Reply   

  
Frog Watcher2 weeks ago 

Sorry, maybe this is a stupid question- I think I missed something..... What's with the Ronaldo clip at the end? Is it a 

reference to a story I never heard? 

Reply   

  
Сергей Кульшан2 weeks ago 

Stupid leftists 

Reply   

  
Village Boy2 weeks ago 

I'm a dinner plate,,, what an anti Semitic piece of shit he is... 

Reply   
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Village Boy2 weeks ago 

Hollywood was never run by Jews, and so what if it was..... 

Reply   

  
starkingbiker2 weeks ago 

Stopped the video when the priest denied the gas chambers 

Reply   

  
Dan Iancu2 weeks ago 

miserable and frustrated people will always hate jews, delete this 

Reply   

  
Fast Er2 weeks ago 

Jews are just like all other people. It's not right to demonize them as some do. If you talk with them, you understand 

they are just like you, no difference. Does the Israeli government wrong decisions sometimes? Yes, just like all other 

governments. The only thing they should relax on is getting so defensive in the face of any kind of criticism and 

calling all who have any kind of criticism of Israel's politics of antisemitism. I think they would win in the long run. I 

wish them well and hope one day both Palestinians and Israelis get some real peace. 

Show less 

Reply   

  
kal m2 weeks ago 

joos are evil 

Reply   

  
77777777777777 7777777777772 weeks ago 

god fake assholes nazis homo losers 

Reply   

  
Lawrence Newman2 weeks ago 

Genocide is just a neologism used by globalists to illicit an emotional reaction from the brainwashed masses. There 

is no difference between war and genocide. If you kill 6 million Jews with bullets in broad daylight, it's the same 

result as killing 6 million Jews in gas chambers. The Jews use this as a stick to beat white nationalists with. 

Reply   
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kal m2 weeks ago 

omg 666 million joos died and your making fun of it. 

Reply   
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